INTRODUCTION

Interest in Women and Development (WAD) as part of development cooperation activities with the Yemen Arab Republic (Yemen) has been increasing in recent years. The Dutch Government pays special attention to women in its development cooperation work. Yemen enjoys the status of programme country. More insight into and knowledge about the situation of women is essential to continue and expand WAD activities in Yemen.

In this bibliography an overview is given of all reports, articles and books in western languages that could be traced and which contain information about (aspects of) the lives of women in the Yemen Arab Republic, in alphabetical order and for most references also per subject. In order to facilitate the use of these sources by interested parties, finding-places in Yemen are listed underneath a reference wherever possible.

It has been compiled first of all for the women working in Dutch/Yemeni development cooperation activities. They requested assistance in obtaining knowledge regarding women in order to improve the outcome of their work to a Dutch WAD mission, visiting Yemen from October 28 until November 14, 1986. Naturally, it is of interest to all Yemeni and expatriate individuals and institutions dealing with women's issues.

Previously unmentioned reports have also been included. This does not necessarily mean that they are accessible. Directors of projects and organisations reserve the right to hand over unpublished materials to their discretion. On the other hand, it has been stressed that reference sections would be visited more frequently, now that they would be mentioned in this report.

I would like to express my gratitude to SNV, BOCID, Oxfam, British Council, AIYS, Yemeni Center for Research Studies, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, USAID, Unicef, Tihama Primary Health Care Project, UNDP as well as unnamed individuals for their kind and generous assistance. Special thanks are due to Ms. Audrey Dibble, the former librarian at the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, who has helped me tremendously by providing references, enthusiasm and support.

---

1An overview of current knowledge and developing ideas regarding WAD in Yemen is given in J. Buringa, 1988, Yemeni women in transition, how development cooperation fits in The Hague/DGIS
ALPHABETICAL ORDER

AB, Barnabas G.  
1983  *The state of the children of 'Abs 'Abs*  
BOCD

ABDUL GHANI, Nagiba Abdallah  
1985  *Women: health and development in Integrated rural development as a means of improving conditions of life for rural women*  
Rada'/RIRDP/pp. 59-62  
FAO/MAF/SNV

ABDUL GHANI, Nagiba, Margareta Eriksson, Bengt Kristiansson and Abubaker Qirby  
1987  *The influence of qat chewing on birth-weight in full-term infants in*  
Social Science and Medicine vol. 24 no. 7 pp. 625-627  
DRHP/SNV

ADELMAN, Carol and Mohamed Cassam  
1984  *Food and nutrition in Yemen*  
A review of the sector with recommendations for strengthening USAID support for nutrition activities in the Yemen Arab Republic, Sana'a/USAID  
USAID

ADLAKHA, Arjun L. and C.M. Suchindran  
1984  *Biological and social factors affecting infant and child mortality in Jordan, Tunisia, Egypt and Yemen (unpublished)*  
1985a  *Factors affecting infant and child mortality in Journal of Biosocial Science*  
vol. 17 no. 4 pp. 481-496  
1985b  *Infant and child mortality in Middle Eastern countries in*  
International Union for the Scientific Study of Population,  
pp. 367-376

ADRA, Najwa  
1981  *Notes on Yemen: social structure, poverty and the position of women in Al-Abjur*  
Washington DC/International Center for Research on Women  
1982  *Qabyala: the tribal concept in the Central Highlands of the Yemen Arab Republic*  
(Ph.D. dissertation) Ann Arbor  
AIYS  
1983a  *Local perceptions of breastfeeding, fertility and infant care in*  
Abjur, Yemen Arab Republic  
Paper prepared for the Middle East Research Awards in Population and Development  
AIYS/Unicef/Tihama PHC/USAID/BOCD/FAO  
1983b  *The impact of male migration on women's roles in agriculture in the Yemen Arab Republic*  
Report prepared for the Inter-Country Experts meeting on women in Food Production, Amman, Jordan, October 22-26, 1983 (typescript)  
Unicef/SNV/MAF/FAO
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ADRA, Najwa
1984  *Suggestions for increasing the involvement of women in agriculture education activities and for increasing the impact of secondary agriculture in Yemen on women farmers* Report to CID (typescript) Sana'a MAF

ADRA, Najwa and Bilquis Al-Dabbi
1986  *Situation analysis - women Sana'a/Unicef* SNV/Unicef

AKIL, Eisa Akil
1971  *Community profile of Hoyyuriya District, Taiz Province, Yemen Arab Republic* (MS thesis) Beirut

AKIN, J.S., R.E. Bilsborrow, D.K. Guilley, B.M. Popkin

ALLMAN, James and Alan Hill
1977  *Fertility, breastfeeding and family planning in the Yemen Arab Republic* Paper presented to a Colloquium - Biology, Society and History in Islam, University of Pennsylvania USAID (revised version)
1978  *Fertility, mortality, migration and family planning in the Yemen Arab Republic* in *Population Studies* vol. 32 no. 1 pp. 159-171 USAID/BOCD/MRU

ALMROTH, Stina
1978b  *Baby milk companies in Yemen* (mimeo) Taiz/Swedish Save the Children BOCD
1978c  *Nutrition and health programmes in the Yemen Arab Republic* (mimeo) Taiz/Swedish Save the Children AIYS/Tihama PHC/BOCD/USAID/MRU
1979a  *Pilot survey of children visiting the Swedish clinics in Taiz and Zahid, Yemen Arab Republic* Taiz/Swedish Save the Children AIYS/MRU
1979b  *The marketing of breast-milk substitutes in the Yemen Arab Republic* (mimeo) Taiz AIYS/BOCD/MRU
1979c  *Background paper on breast and bottle feeding* (mimeo) Taiz
1979d  *Some guidelines for the nutrition rehabilitation centre (NRC)* (mimeo) Taiz/Swedish Save the Children
1979e  *Weaning foods in the Yemen Arab Republic* (mimeo) Taiz/Swedish Save the Children AIYS/BOCD
1979f  *The economic value of breastfeeding/based on the work of S. Almroth and T. Greiner* Rome/FAO
1981  *Nutrition education at some MCH clinics in the Yemen Arab Republic* AIYS
AMERICAN Save the Children Fund
1979 A community based integrated rural development program in Yemen Arab Republic (submitted to USAID) Sana'a/American Save the Children

ANSELL, Christine
1978a The veiled struggle in Dialogue:IVS (summer/fall) pp. 21-25 AIYS/USAID
1978b Health care in Yemen: midwife health visitor and community in Nurse, vol. 14 pg 12 MRU
1978c Food interviews (mimeo) MRU
n.d. Cooking habits and attitudes in Mahweit (mimeo)
n.d. "L" and the mother "A". Aged 14 and approximately 50 (mimeo) USAID/BOCD
1979a Notes on food classification in Yemen (mimeo) AIYS/Tihama PRC/BOCD/MRU
1979b Women health workers in Mahweit. Preliminary Report Sana'a AIYS
1980a Training in water related hygiene/sanitation (revised March 1980) Sana'a/American Save the Children AIYS/USAID
1980b Domestic water use in a subdistrict of Mahweit Province Applied Research Report no. 2 Sana'a/American Save the Children AIYS/USAID/MRU
1980c Women's centre position paper (mimeo) Sana'a/American Save the Children USAID
1981a Women and health in Mahweit Town Applied Research Report number 4 Sana'a/American Save the Children Unicef/USAID/BOCD/MRU
1981b The benefit of rural water projects: an impact survey of five villages Sana'a/New Transcentury Foundation Unicef/USAID/MRU/BOCD
1982a Nutrition activities in Ibb clinic (mimeo) MRU
1982b Supplementary, or weaning foods Nutrition Unit position paper 1 (mimeo) Sana'a MRU

ANSELL, Christine and Robert Burrowes
1981a Communicating hygiene/sanitation messages to villagers: an experiment in Wadi Ayyan (mimeo) Sana'a/American Save the Children AIYS/BOCD/MRU
1981b Training manual in elementary hygiene/sanitation and its instruction (mimeo) Sana'a/American Save the Children AIYS/BOCD

ANSELL, Christine and C. Dammers
1978 Survey of factors relevant to a health project: Haradh, Al Mahaba-shah (mimeo) Sana'a BOC/BOCD/MRU
ASHURAEE, Nadeem Muhamed  
1986 Adolescents and culture in Yemen (Ph.D. thesis Boston University, School of Education) Boston  
AIYS

ASMON, I.  
1982 Yemen Arab Republic. Horticultural production, extension and training project (interim report)  
AIYS

AUBERT, B.  
1985 Discussion paper on women’s literacy (mimeo) Sana’a/BOCD/RHP  
BOCD

AUBERT B. and Catherine Johnson  
1985 An outline of the Yemeni educational system and its implication in Raymah Sana’a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project  
BOCD

AUBERT, Elizabeth  
1981 Report on village-based women’s health education work. Bakaal, Al Jabin district Sana’a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project  
n.d. Some ideas on men’s attitudes to women’s literacy Sana’a/BOCD/RHP  
BOCD  
n.d. Literacy classes Sana’a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project  
BOCD

AULAQI, Nasser A.  
1982 Household energy and tree seedling demand survey in the Southern Uplands of the Yemen Arab Republic Sana’a/IBRD  
MAF/FAO/SU

AWAD, Balkis  
1978 Girls’ and women’s education in the Yemen Arab Republic Sana’a/UN  
SNV

AYYUB, Iftikhar Ahmed and Nadia Abdal-Husayn  
1988 Final report of the training course for female managers (in English and Arabic) Utrecht/CDP (for General Union of Arab Women)  
SNV/UNDP

BADRAM, Margot  
1982 Bridging the gap between them and us in Middle East (April) issue 90

BADRI, Anna el Sadik  
1986 Report on income generating activities in Taiz and Zabid Sana’a/Unicef

BAIDOUN, Naima  
1986 First six-monthly report (health education in Al Jabin - mimeo) Sana’a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project  
BOCD

BASHA, Asma  
n.d. Between Islamic Legislation and the Law Sana’a
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ALPHABETICAL ORDER

BASCHA, Asma Yahya al-

BEATTY, Sharon E.
1988 Feasibility of manufacturing a national weaning food for Yemen. Discussion Paper, Sana'a at Oxfam

BEATTY, Sharon E. and Ronald E. van Dijk
1987 Determinants of childhood malnutrition (Final Draft) Dhamar/DRHP DRHP/Oxfam/SNV/Unicef
1988 Infant and child mortality Dhamar/DRHP DRHP

BECKERLEG, Sue
1984 Socio-religious factors affecting the breastfeeding performance of women in the Yemen Arab Republic in Human Nutrition. Applied Nutrition vol. 38A no. 5 pp. 368-376

BECKERLEG, Sue and Rita Gault
1979 Infant feeding survey of Al-Qa' Sana'a/BOCD BOC/HRU

BEKKER, Dan
1985 Water and sanitation problems in rural areas in Integrated rural development as a means of improving conditions of life of rural women Rada'/RIRD pp. 109-114 NAF/SNV/FAO

BERAHA, Lori
1987 Yemenite Folklore Santa Cruz/University of California

BOGUE, Donald J.
1978 Yemen: a golden opportunity for family planning in the Middle East Report of travel, April 9-12, 1978, Chicago USAID

BORNSTEIN, Annika
1971a Socio-economic survey in the village of Hamami BOC/HR/FAO
1971b Families and food habits among immigrants in Sana'a FAO USAID/BOC/HR/FAO
1972a Al Homrah and Ibn Abas: two fishing villages in the Tihama FAO USAID/BOC/HR/FAO
BORNSTEIN, Annika
1972b Al Zohrah - an agricultural village in the Tihama FAO
USAID/BOCD/MRU/FAO
1972c Families and food habits in three highland and midland villages FAO
MRU/FAO
1972d Food habits among Tihama immigrants in Taiz FAO
USAID/BOCD/MRU/FAO
1972e Some observations on Yemeni food habits in Nutrition Newsletter vol.
10 no. 3 pp. 1-9
FAO/AIYS
1972f Yemeni cooking. A description of kitchen utensils, cooking methods,
food habits and nutritional status FAO
USAID/MRU/FAO/AIYS
1973a Planning for a rural health and nutrition extension service in a
Yemeni village FAO
USAID/BOCD/MRU/FAO
1973b Midwives survey Unicef
1974a The conditions of young children in the Yemen Arab Republic Report
on a survey done for the Unicef study on the young child USAID
29-42
1974c Food and society in the Yemen Arab Republic
Rome/FAO
MAF/FAO/AIYS

BRITISH Save the Children
1977 A report of children attending Rowdah Nutrition Clinic from 1/6/77
to 31/12/77

BRIXEL, Petra
1987 (Textillehrerin im Bereich der non-formalen Bildung; District
Training Center Sa'ada), Sa'ada
SNV

BRUCK, Gabriele von
1987 Identität und Wandel: Frauen in Sana'a in W. Daum (ed.)
Jemen, 3000 Jahre Kunst und Kultur des glücklichen Arabien Innsbruck/Pinguin pp. 397-410
AIYS/CFEY

BURINGA, Joks
1986 The inhabitants of Al-Ghulail: some background data Hodeidah/HHIWDP
SNV/Unicef
1988a Yemeni Women in Transition. How development cooperation could fit
in The Hague/DGIS
MAF/AIYS/SNV/Oxfam/BOCD/USAID
1988b Women in the Yemen Arab Republic. A selected and annotated bibli-
ography The Hague/DGIS
MAF/AIYS/SNV/Oxfam/BOCD/USAID
1988c Report on data-collection training. Casestudy on women, water and
sanitation in the Yemen Arab Republic The Hague/DGIS
SNV/Oxfam/BOCD/AIYS
ALPHABETICAL ORDER

BURINGA, Joke
1988d *Report about the workshop on women in agriculture 9 April 1988*
Sana'a/Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and UNDP
MAF/UNDP

BURROWES, Robert
1978a *Social survey of the project area in the upper catchment of the Wadi Surdud Sana'a*

1978b *Reconnaissance surveys 1-6 Sana'a/American Save the Children*
USAID

CALON, Monique and Marriët van Rossum
1980 *De nederlandse ontwikkelingssamenwerking en de rurale vrouw in de derde wereld. Een doktoraal onderzoek op de vakgroep huishoudkunde (met een case study Rada')*
Wageningen/Landbouwhogeschool
SNV

CARAPICO, Sheila
1982 *Notes on land, agriculture and power in Raymah Sana'a*
BOCD

CARAPICO, Sheila with Khalid Ahmed Jaber Afif
1979 *A preliminary socio-economic profile of Hodeidah and Hajjah Governorates, Yemen Arab Republic Sana'a/USAID*
CFEY/MAF/AIYS

CARAPICO, Sheila and Sharon Hart
1977a *Women's economic activities in Mahweet, Tawila and Jihana regions, Yemen Arab Republic*
Report submitted to AID and CYDA, Sana'a
USAID

1977b *The sexual division of labour and prospects for integrated development*
USAID/BOCD/MAF/AIYS

CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES
1979 *Third annual evaluation report on the applied health nutrition project in the Yemen Arab Republic for the period of July 1978 to June 1979 (Tihama)*
USAID

CHAMPAULT, Dominique
1978 *L'économie du lisier Une technique féminine au Nord-Yemen in Objets et Mondes vol. 18:1-2 pp. 79-84*

1985 *Espaces et matériels de la vie féminine sur les hauts plateaux du Yémen in J. Chelhod et.al. L'Arabie du Sud, histoire et civilisation 3, culture et institutions du Yémen pp. 185-231*
CFEY

CHAPMAN, Gillian and Catherine Johnson
1983 *Notes on a field trip made in December 1983 Sana'a/BOCD/RHP*
Tihama PHC
CHELHOD, Joseph
1970 L'organisation sociale du Yémen in L'Ethnographie vol. 64 pp. 61-86 USAID/YCRS
1985b Les cérémonies du mariage au Yémen in J. Chelhod et.al., pp.231-259 (also in Objets et Mondes vol. 13 1973:3-34) CFYE/YCRS
1985c La société Yéménite et le droit in J. Chelhod et.al., pp. 127-145 (also in L'Homme vol. 2 no. 2 1975:67-86) CFYE/YCRS
1985d L'évolution du système de parenté in J. Chelhod et.al., pp. 99-127 CFYE/YCRS

COE, Elisabeth
1986 Consultancy report on apiculture extension training for men and women in Yemen Arab Republic (typescript) Rome/FAO MAF

COLEMAN, Susan Long
1983 Women in development projects in the Yemen Arab Republic Sana'a/USAID USAID/SNV/MAF

CYDA (Confederation of Yemen Development Associations and the High Committee for the co-operative population census)
1981 Preliminary results for the co-operative population census Sana'a USAID

COULTER, P.
1974 Mother and child health care in the Yemen in Nursing Times vol. 70, Nov. 14 BOCDD

CROSKERY, Sidney Elisabeth
1983 Whilst I remember Dundonald AIYS

DAGHER, S.
1980 Food, diets and bread in the Yemen subregion FAO

DAHER, S. el and Ted Greiner
1979 Infant feeding and health in Udain preliminary analysis of a nutrition survey Unicef/Tihama PHC/BOCD/MRU
1980 Preliminary analysis of an infant feeding survey in the Suq al Baqr area, Sana'a Unicef/USAID/BOCD

DAHER, S. el and G. Scharlau
1980 Infant feeding and health in Amran Unicef/MRU
DAVID, Cliff

DAVID, Cliff and Pat David
1977  Results of a survey to determine women's attitudes to family planning (mimeo) 
MRU/BOCD
1978  Feeding practices, environment and childhood nutrition in Yemen Sana'a
MRU/BOCD
1981b Bottle feeding and malnutrition in a developing country: the "bottle-starved" baby (mimeo)

DAVID, Cliff and M. el Lozy
BOCD/MRU

DERCKX, Marion
1987a  Elementary hygiene and sanitation. A manual on behalf of the course for female rural extension agents in Rada', Yemen Arab Republic Rada'/RIRDP/MCH/Non-formal education centre for women 
SNV
1987b  Elementary human nutrition. A manual on behalf of the course for female rural extension agents in Rada'/Yemen Arab Republic Rada'/RIRDP/MCH/Non-formal education centre for women 
SNV

DEW, Christine
1983  Hiryan's baby (mimeo) Sana'a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project BOC
1985  Report on Raymah birth attendants' course (mimeo) Sana'a/BOCD/RHP

DORSKY, Susan
1981  Women's lives in a North Yemeni Highland Town  Ph.D. dissertation Cleveland/Case Western Reserve University AIYS/YCRS
1986  Women of Amran A Middle Eastern Ethnographic Study. Salt Lake City/University of Utah Press BOC/BOCD/AMAN

DOUGLAS, Leigh
1981  Guide to the Foreign Publications of the Yemeni Centre for Research and Studies, Sana'a, Yemen Arab Republic Sana'a/AIYS AIYS

DUBOK, Helen
1986  Proposal for a women's extension programme of the Central Highlands rural development project (Dhamar component) Risabah CHRDP/Oxfam
DUEREN DEN HOLLANDER, Henriëtte
1985 Betrokkenheid van vrouwen in ontwikkelingsprojecten: case study van een rural werkgelegenheidsproject Yemen Arab Republic (also available in English: "Involvement of women in development projects: case study of a rural employment project Yemen Arab Republic) kandidaatsscriptie, Leiden

DIJK, Ronald van
1986 Guidelines for the selection of sites and candidates for phc units Dhamar DRHP

EBELS, Christine
1985 UNDP and women's activities in the Yemen Arab Republic in Integrated rural development as a means of improving conditions of life of rural women Rada'/RIRDPP pp. 47-52 MAF/SNV/FAO

ELIAS, T.H.
1978 Development of educational programmes and institutions project, project code no. YEM/73/014. Self-evaluation: for project implementation covering the period from 18/3/74 to 8/4/78 Sana'a

ENGELBERGER, Lois
1974 Weights and heights of children attending the Sana'a Mother and Child Health Centre 19 June-end July 1974
1977 Weight for age, sexes combined, of 97 children, ages 1 to 36 months, attending the MCH Safia nutrition unit, February to June 1977

ERIKSSON, Margareta, Nagiba Abdul Ghani, Abubakr Qirby and Bengt Kristiansson
1987 Khat-chewing during pregnancy - effect upon the off-spring and characteristics of the chewers (manuscript) SNV

ESCHER, Hermann A.
1976 Wirtschafts- und sozialgeographische Untersuchungen in der Wadi Mawr Region/Arabische Republik Yemen Wiesbaden

ESTERIK, Penny van and Ted Greiner
1981 Breastfeeding and women's work: constraints and opportunities in Studies in Family Planning vol. 12 no. 4 pp. 184-197

EWART, Inocenta
1983 Attitudes to food in relation to malnutrition and associated beliefs about illness and misfortune among the North Yemeni's (BA/BSc Social Anthropology) BOCED

FAO
1975a Food and nutrition programme Yemen Arab Republic: project fin-dings and recommendations Rome/FAO MAF
FAO
1975b Population projections by sex and age for the Yemen Arab Republic for the period 1975-2010
FAO
1979 Country development in Yemen and the role of women
FAO
1983 Community action for disadvantaged rural women. Yemen Arab Republic Terminal statement Rome/FAO
FAO
1985 Fuelwood development project in Yemen Arab Republic USAID

FARAH, Caesar E.
1987 A guide to current research on Yemen Yemen Guide Series 3, Portland/AIYS
AIYS

FARGHALY, Zainab Abdul Aziz
1985 Requirements of rural women in integrated development in Integrated rural development as a means of improving conditions of life of rural women Rada'/RIRDPP pp. 85-90
MAF/SNV/FAO

FARGUES, P.

FARID, S.
1986 Fertility and family planning in the Arab Region in IPPF Medical Bulletin vol. 20 no. 1 pp. 1-3

FAUVEAU
1977 Histoire de Fadel, Enfant de Moka

FAYEIN, Claudie
1957 A French doctor in Yemen (translated from the French by Douglas McKee) London
CYRS
1975a Yemen, petite planète Paris
AIYS
1975b Une française au Yémen in Comptes Rendues Mensuels de l'Académie des Sciences Coloniales vol. 15 no. 10 pp.479-491

FEVRIER, Louis
1976 A French family in the Yemen in Arabian Studies vol. 3 pp.127-135
AIYS

FIELDEN, Rachel and Daphne Kempner
1982 Tihama Primary Health Care Project. Baseline Community Survey November 1981 Boston/Management Sciences for Health USAID
ALPHABETICAL ORDER

FIREBRACE, James
1979 Imported milk powders and bottle feeding. The evidence from the Yemen Arab Republic for submission to the WHO-Unicef meeting on infant and young child feeding practices London/CTIR and War on Want
1981 Infant feeding in the Yemen Arab Republic London MNU/AIYS

FLEURENTIN, J., G. Mazars and J.M. Pelt
1982 Cultural background of medicinal plants of Yemen in Journal of Ethno-pharmacology vol. 7 no. 2 pp. 183-203
1983 Additional information on the cultural background of drugs and medicinal plants of Yemen in Journal of Ethnopharmacology vol.8, no. 3 pp. 335-344

FOLJANTY, Karin
1983 Analyze der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung in der Al-Boun Region in der Jemenitischen Arabischen Republik Goetting

FRESE-WEGHOFT, Gisela
1986 Ein Leben in der Unsichtbarkeit. Frauen im Jemen Reinbek BOCID

FUTURES GROUP, The
1981 Yemen Arab Republic population and development (prepared by RAPID: resources for the awareness of population impacts on development for USAID) Washington DC

GASCOIGNE, Elizabeth
1981 Notes on a visit to Yakhtul Sana'a/BOCD BOCID
1982a Population to be served by local birth attendants in the Yemen Arab Republic Sana'a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project BOCID/MRU
1982b Initial experiences with women's literacy classes: Al Jabin June 1982 Sana'a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project
1982c Childbearing: traditional belief and practice Sana'a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project Tihama PHC/BOCD/MRU
1982d The impact of new roads on rural development in the highlands areas, Yemen Arab Republic Sana'a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project BOCID
1982e Indicators of health and nutrition for Al Jabin (mimeo) Sana'a/BOCD/Raymah Health Project BOCID/MRU
1982f A baseline study of Dhowran District: health and society Dhamar Tihama PHC/BOCD/AIYS/MRU
1983 Baseline study for Abs Sana'a/BOCD Tihama PHC/BOCD/AIYS
1986a North Yemen: do rural roads mean rural development in RRDC Bulletin September Oxfam
1986b Working with Yemeni women Oxford/Oxfam Oxfam
GASCOIGNE, Elizabeth
1987 Oxfam's experience of working with Yemeni women (condensed version)
Oxford/Oxfam
Oxfam

GAULT, Rita and A. Halligan
1979 Report on a survey carried out by Concern in the area of Kaboud,
Wasab al Ali Sana'a/Irish Concern

GERLACH, Eva
1975 Aus dem Harem in die Welt. Erlebnisse unter den Frauen Südarabiens
Leipzig/Brockhaus

GIACAMAN, Rita
1984 The Raymah Health Project: an evaluation (mimeo) Nabloes
BOCD

GIAMA, Safia and Ezzat Amine
1983 Introducing nutrition components into the integrated rural develop-
ment project in the Khawlan area Rome/FAO
FAO/MAF

GINGRICH, André und Johann Heiss
1986 Beiträge zur Ethnographie der Provinz Sa'da Wien

GOLDBERG, H.I., et.al.
1983 Contraception, marital fertility and breastfeeding in the Yemen Arab
Republic in Journal of Biosocial Science vol. 15 no. 1 pp. 67-82

GREINER, Ted
1978 The promotion of breastfeeding in Yemen: what role can doctors play?
(mimeo)
AIYS/MRU/BOCD
1979a Background paper on breast and bottle feeding in the Yemen Arab
Republic (mimeo)
AIYS/Unicef/USAID/MRU
1979b Malnutrition and infant feeding (mimeo)
MRU/USAID/BOCD
1979c Results from the World Fertility Survey in Yemen (mimeo)
1979d Final report to the Yemen Studies Center (mimeo)
AIYS/MRU/BOCD
1980 Infant feeding and nutritional status in Udain, Ibb and two areas of
Sana'a in the Yemen Arab Republic (mimeo)
AIYS/Tihama PHC/USAID/BOCD/MRU
1982a A preliminary report of a positive outcome of breastfeeding promo-
tion in Ibb, Yemen Arab Republic Cornell University
MRU/Oxfam/BOCD
1982b Bibliography on health, especially nutrition in the Yemen Arab
Republic Cornell University
MRU
1983 The planning, implementation and evaluation of a project to protect,
support and promote breastfeeding in the Yemen Arab Republic (Ph.D.
Dissertation) Ithaca NY/Cornell University
Unicef/BOCD/MAF/AIYS
GREINER, Ted and Michael C. Latham
1981 Summary report on the outcome of a pilot project to investigate
methods to increase breastfeeding methods in the Yemen Arab Republic
(Report to the Rockefeller Foundation)
AIYS/MRU

GURNEY, J.M.
1975 Recommendations concerning education in young child feeding in the
Yemen Arab Republic (Report to the World Bank Grain Storage and
Processing Project Appraisal Mission, Report on Nutrition)

GUY, William
1987 Child health services, a reference manual for primary health care
workers Hodeidah
BOCD

HADRANI, Bilquis
1986 Integration of women in development: a preliminary study in Dirasat
Yamaniyya vol. 13 Sana'a/AIYS
AIYS

HAGGAR, M.N. et.al.
1986 Primary health care: first steps in the Yemen Arab Republic in World
Health Forum vol. 7 no. 4 pp. 355-359

HAMADA, Dorothy
1980 Radio for broadcasting - a proposal for the Tihama (mimeo)
1981a Integration of documentation, library and information services, as a
unit, in all agricultural extension projects and programmes
(mimeo)
1981b Manpower training and agricultural development of the Tihama Region
of Yemen Arab Republic (mimeo)
1981c Integration of women in agriculture extension programmes: a proposal
for improving rural women's contribution to agriculture in the
Tihama Region of the Yemen Arab Republic Hodeidah
Unicef
1986 Providing agricultural extension services to farm women through male
technicians in the Yemen Arab Republic in FAO Economic and Social
Development Series no. 38 pp. 21-23

HAMARIN, Lars
1972 Socio-medical study of some villages in the Yemen Arab Republic
Stockholm/Swedish Save the Children
Unicef/Tihama PHC/MRU/AIYS

HAMMAM, Mona
1979 Regional training program for women: considerations, suggestions and
needs Sana'a/USAID
USAID

HANSELL, F.
1979 Review of conditions affecting the integration of rural women in
development in ten countries of FAO's Asia and the Far East and Near
East Regions Rome/FAO
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HARDY, F.M.
1984 Childhood diarrhoea in the Yemen Arab Republic: beliefs, attitudes and practices (Msc Report for London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) London BOCD

HARFOUCHE, J.K.
1981 The present state of infant and child feeding in the Eastern Mediterranean Region in Journal of Tropical Pediatrics vol. 27 no. 6 pp. 299-303

HART, Ron and Richard Tutwiler
1977 Survey of socio-economic aspects of the potential of three Yemeni sub-districts (mimeo) Sana'a/USAID USAID/MAF

HART, Sharon
1977 The present and potential role of women in agricultural development in the Yemen Arab Republic Sana'a/USAID
1983a Developing the resource base for implementing improvements for women in the villages (unpublished) Rada'/RIDRP
1983b Developing women's programs (unpublished) Rada'/RIRDPE

HAWKINS, S.A.
1985 Women in Yemen: increasing the labour potential Washington DC/The Futures Group (also in: Integrated rural development as a means of improving conditions of life of rural women Rada'/RIRDPE pp. 7-38) MAF/SNV/FAO

HEALTH MANPOWER INSTITUTE
1980 Twenty-seven months programme of midwifery Sana'a

HEBERT, Mary
1984a Yemeni women - still at home in Cultural Survival Quarterly vol. 8 no. 2 pp. 41-42
1984b Traditional mother and child care in the Tihama Primary Health Care project area (mimeo) Hodeidah BOCID
1985 North Yemen: making contact, some beginnings in women's development in tradition-bound culture in RRDC Bulletin September pp. 18-21 Oxfam
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AIYS : American Institute for Yemeni Studies
tel: 02 - 203366

BOCD : British Organization for Community Development
tel: 02 - 73778

British Council : British Council
tel: 02 - 73179

CFEY : Centre Français d'Études Yéménites
tel: 02 - 77523

CHRDP : Central Highlands Rural Development Project
(Risabah near Dhamar)
tel: 02 - 430249

DRHP : Dhamar Rural Health Project (Dhamar)
tel: 02 - 501100

GTZ-Mahweit Office : Office of Mahweit Rural Development Project in Sana'a
tel: 02 - 248223

FAO : Food and Agriculture Organisation
tel: 02 - 207609

HUPHC : Hodeidah Urban Primary Health Care Project
Hodeidah
tel: 03 - 232311

MAF : Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries Library
tel: 02 - 70348

MRU : Medical Research Unit/Sana'a University

Oxfam : Oxfam
tel: 73691

RLIP : Range & Livestock Improvement Project/Dhamar
messages via Dutch Embassy

SNV : Netherlands Development Organisation
tel: 240086

SU : Sana'a University Library

Tihama PHC : Tihama Primary Health Care Project/Hodeidah
tel: 02 - 224449
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UNDP         | United Nations Development Programme  
tel: 02 - 215505 |
| UNFPA        | United Nations Fund for Population Activities  
tel: 02 - 215505 |
| Unicef       | United Nations Children’s Fund  
tel: 02 - 231258 |
| USAID        | United States Agency for International Development  
Library  
tel: 02 - 231214 |
| YCRS         | Yemeni Center for Research Studies  
tel: 02 - 200470 |
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<tr>
<td>AIYS</td>
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<td>BOCD</td>
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<td>CFYE</td>
<td>Centre Français d'Études Yéménites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRDIP</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID</td>
<td>Consortium for International Development</td>
</tr>
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<td>CPO</td>
<td>Central Planning Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRHP</td>
<td>Dhamar Rural Health Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTZ</td>
<td>Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUPHCP</td>
<td>Hodeidah Urban Primary Health Care Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAI</td>
<td>Ibb Secondary Agricultural Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCH</td>
<td>Mother and Child Health</td>
</tr>
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<td>MAF</td>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries</td>
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<td>MOE</td>
<td>Ministry of Education</td>
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<td>MOH</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
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<td>MRU</td>
<td>Medical Research Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHP</td>
<td>Raymah Health Project</td>
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<tr>
<td>RIRDIP</td>
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<tr>
<td>RLIP</td>
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<td>SNV</td>
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<td>Unicef</td>
<td>United Nations Children's Fund</td>
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<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organisation</td>
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<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAR</td>
<td>Yemen Arab Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCRS</td>
<td>Yemen Center for Research Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YWA</td>
<td>Yemen Women's Association</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>